STORES-TO-SHORES
PHASE II - HALL STREET PROJECT
UPDATE #7
November 10, 2017
Phase II Hall Street Stores to Shores Project – Week of November 6th
Despite the cool weather the Stores to Shores project continues to forge ahead. The installation of large
pre-cast concrete storm barrels continued throughout this past week and Nelson Hydro underground
primary conductor was re-routed and encased in concrete. As the electrical conductor and storm pipes
were backfilled, more of the surface adjacent the existing gazebo was restored, to provide access to the
dog walk, boat houses, wharf and marina. The majority of the work to this point has been focused on
storm sewer works near the gazebo, with plans for the upcoming week to continue storm works
southward from the gazebo toward Lakeside Drive.
Vehicle and pedestrian traffic continues to be re-routed to the north and west of the gazebo while the
western portion of the existing parking lot remains behind construction fencing. The placement of twin
900mm diameter storm pipes will commence into this fenced parking area over the course of the next
week, opening up additional areas to the public for improved access to the dog walk and boat houses.
The construction plan for the upcoming week is to carrying on with placement of the large diameter
twinned storm pipes, southward through the western side of the parking lot.
The east side of the parking lot will remain open to provide access to both pedestrians and vehicular
traffic. The contractor does not foresee any access limitations over the next week for vehicles or
pedestrians to the boathouses, dog walk, marina or wharf. Local traffic to the boathouses remains
routed to the north of the gazebo and is signed and delineated.
Please be respectful of the contractor’s fencing and work zone as large excavations will remain open for
most of the upcoming week.
The Public is reminded that there is no parking available in the west side of the Hall Street Parking Lot,
and that parking opportunities in the remainder of the parking lot are extremely limited. Persons
currently utilizing this parking are encouraged to find alternate parking on Lakeside Drive and be mindful
that the adjacent Prestige Hotel lot is private.
The City remains committed in keeping traffic moving and ensuring access to businesses along Hall
Street and Lakeside Drive. No detours or traffic disruptions are anticipated for the coming week. The
City requests that the public remain patient during the construction and to continue to support the
businesses along Hall Street and Lakeside Drive.
Ongoing project updates will be available on the City’s webpage and via Facebook as the project
proceeds.

